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NEPP Mission 
The NEPP mission is to 
nipioat Chtp C m s  S ~ w n  provide guidance to NASA 
for the selection and 
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NEPP Ovewiew 
NEPP supports all of NASA for >15 years 
- 7 NASA Centers and JPL actively participate 
The NEPP Program focuses on  the reliability aspects of 
electronic devices 
integrated circuits such as a processor in a computer or opticai 
cornpotrents srrch as might be used in a communication link, 
There are three principa! aspesb of this reliabiiiity: 
- Lslakime, ir~herant ~ B ~ ~ L ( P B  and &@sign i%%uos ualatsd Co thc 
&lect.~onrc par& LecRnology pac&&~$ng,  
NEPP interests span electronic parts technologies 
Emerging semiconductors and packages 
- Commonly-used "mission building blocks" 
New state-of-the-art commercial products 
NEPP is multi-disciplinary 
- Including radiation, materials, test, experimentation, process and 
specification experts across NASA and its partners 
FSEPP has cbse, cooperative and long-standing relationships with 
government and non-government entities worldwide 
HEFP pr@vid%s uunlque c8pabilities withia NASA 
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A few samples follow highlighting work on state- 
of-the-art technologies 
-- Keys to missions in early to mid design phases 
rerevant to the missions that are 
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CMOS Scaling - New Challenges 
lollno0 
Sample NEPP Technology Areas 
Raef-Ma& by Design [RH %D) Effo* Evaluatinlq sEat@.e-of-the&& memory 
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Sampse ERorts sn Advanced Electronic 
Technologies 
NEPP POC For embedded actives: Linda Del Castililo, JPL 1 
improving understanding of risk and test methods 
.:*i, i z r .  r;k,t xii!:  I?* . P C ~ > ~ : ~ C P X  P: 
""6bsmplele'~Single Event Effect (SEE) Radiation Test Matrix 
Modes of Operation 1 
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NEPP and FPGAs- 
A Sampling of Challenges 
FPGA insertion Processes: Viewed as a System 
I FPGA inserfron Process 
Technology 
Yiedd 
Qcfalrty 
Program 
I Design I 
Screening 
- - -- - - - - - - - - -- 
Sucw%&tut ns@t%ion requtfes slgnlfieant conlrrbutians from a13 I 
thres areas. 
- -- - --- - ---- - - 
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FPGAs: Radiation Testing, Test Method Develeapmerst, Data interpretation and 
User lnsedion 
FPGAs: Packaging and Suppo& Devices 
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NEPP Mission 
81% NEPP m~$d&m II$0 pr%wh @i&nm ta N M A  far h e  
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NEPP Overview 
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NEPP Has a Wide Range of W08 Efforts 
r A fw s&m@es fsllsw highlighting work on ~kateaf-the 
grt tahnologlag 
Other ample NEPP Irnprwi~g Undam&nding d 
Risk and TBB~ .it@%ds 
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NEPP and FPGAs - A Sampling of Challenges I 
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I FPGA insertion Prscesgss: Viewed as a Sygtem 
FPGAs: Radiation Testing, Test Method 1 Development. Data Interpretation and User lnseriion 
FPGAs: Packaging Support Devices 
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